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Abstract This paper presents a real-time video understanding system which automatically recognises activities occuring in environments observed through video surveillance cameras. Our approach consists in three
main stages : Scene Tracking, Coherence Maintenance, and Scene Understanding. The main challenges are to
provide a robust tracking process to be able to recognise events in outdoor and in real applications conditions,
to allow the monitoring of a large scene through a camera network, and to automatically recognise complex
events involving several actors interacting with each others. This approach has been validated for Airport
Activity Monitoring in the framework of the European project AVITRACK.
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1 Introduction
Video understanding aims to automatically recognise activities occuring in a complex environment observed
through video cameras. We are interested in understanding videos observed by surveillance CCTV camera
network for the recognition of long-term activities involving mobile objects of different categories (e.g. people, aircraft, truck, cars). More precisely, our goal is to study the degree of complexity which can be handled
with surveillance systems, and in particular to go beyond existing systems [?]. We are interested in complex
scenes in terms of actors participating to the activities, large spatio-temporal scale and complex interactions.
Video understanding requires several processing stages from pixel-based video stream analysis up to high
level behaviour recognition. In this paper, we propose an original approach for video understanding. This
approach can be divided into three main stages : Scene Tracking, Coherence Maintenance, and Scene Understanding (as shown on Figure 1). Scene Tracking consists first in detecting objects based on their motion,
tracking them over time and categorising them (e.g. people, aircraft, truck, cars) per camera, then with a data
fusion step in computing the 3D position of mobile objects in a global coordinate system. Coherence Maintenance consists in computing a comprehensive and coherent representation of the 3D scene together with
the updating of its evolution in time. Scene Understanding consists in real-time recognition of video events
according to end-user needs using coherent Scene Tracking results as input.
Each stage has to cope with specific problems in order to provide accurate and reliable data to the next stage.
In this paper, we want more specifically to address three challenges. First, most of video surveillance systems [?] are still not able to run around the clock, in particular in outdoor environments. For instance, most
of them are not able to handle the large variety of real application conditions such as snow, sunset, fog, night.
Our goal is thus to propose a robust enough tracking process to be able to recognise events whatever the
application conditions are. Second, even for operational video surveillance systems [?], it is still an issue to
monitor a large scene with a camera network. Finally, a remaining issue for video surveillance systems is to
automatically recognise complex events involving several actors with sophisticated temporal relationships.
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In this paper, we want to address these issues with our video understanding approach and to validate it
for Airport Activity Monitoring. This work has been undertaken in the framework of the European project
AVITRACK. In this application, the aim is to perform real-time recognition of handling operations occuring
around an aircraft parked on an apron area. The video sequences are provided by a network containing eight
colour 720 × 576 resolution cameras with overlapping fields of view.
The first section deals with Scene Tracking, the second section deals with the coherence maintenance of the
3D dynamic scene and the third one describes in details Scene Understanding. In the last section, results are
analysed in the Framework of the AVITRACK project.
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Fig. 1 Video Understanding Overview. The main data stream starts from the videos up to human computer interface. In this
system, no feedback has been setup due mainly to two reasons: the end-users requirement did not mention it and feedback has
the tendency to slow down the whole process.

2 Scene Tracking
The AVITRACK Scene Tracking module comprises two distinct stages — per camera (2D) object tracking
and centralised world (3D) object tracking. The per camera object tracking consists of motion detection (section 2.1) to find the moving objects in the observed scene, followed by object tracking in the image plane of
the camera (section 2.2). The tracked objects are subsequently classified using a hierarchical object recognition scheme (section 2.3). The tracking results from the eight cameras are then sent to a central server where
the multiple observations are fused into single estimates (section 2.4). In this Section we detail each step of
the Scene Tracking module.

2.1 Motion Detection
Motion Detection segments the image into connected regions of foreground pixels that represent moving objects. These results are then used to track objects of interest across multiple frames. After evaluating several
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motion detection algorithms for the airport apron environment (see results in [?]), the colour mean and variance [?] background subtraction algorithm was selected for AVITRACK. This algorithm uses a pixel-wise
Gaussian distribution over the normalised RGB colour for modelling the background. This algorihtm was
extended by including a shadow/highlight detection component based on the work of Horprasert et al [?] to
make motion detection robust to illumination changes. In addition, a multi-layered background approach was
adopted to allow the integration into the background of objects that become stationary for a short time period.
More detail in [?].

2.2 Object Tracking
Real-time object tracking can be described as a correspondence problem, and involves finding which object
in a video frame relates to which object in the next frame. Normally, the time interval between two successive
frames is small, therefore inter-frame changes are limited, thus allowing the use of temporal constraints and
object features to simplify the correspondence problem.
The Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) feature tracking algorithm [?] is used for tracking objects in the AVITRACK system. This combines a local feature selection criterion with feature-based matching in adjacent
frames. But the KLT algorithm considers features to be independent entities and tracks each of them individually. To move from the feature tracking level to the object tracking level, the KLT algorithm is incorporated
into a higher-level tracking process: this groups features into objects, maintain associations between them,
and uses the individual feature tracking results to track objects, while taking into account complex object
interactions.
For each object O, a set of sparse features S is maintained. |S| — the number of features per object — is
determined dynamically from the object’s size and a configurable feature density parameter ρ :
|S| =

area (O)
|w|2

×ρ

(1)

where |w| is the size of the feature’s window (9 × 9 pixels in our case). In experiments ρ = 1.0 i.e. |S| is
the maximal number of features that can spatially cover object O, without overlap between the local feature
windows.

The KLT tracker takes as input the set of observations M j identified by the motion detector. Here, an

observation M j is a connected component of foreground pixels, with the addition of a nearest neighbour spatial
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filter of clustering radius rc , i.e., connected components with gaps ≤ rc are considered as one observation.
n o

at t − 1, the tracking
Given such a set of observations Mtj at time t, and the set of tracked objects Ot−1
i
process is summarised as:


at t − 1, with the set of
1. Generate object predictions {Pit } for time t from the set of known objects Ot−1
i
features SPit set to SOt−1 .
i

2. Run the KLT algorithm to individually track each local feature belonging to S Pit of each prediction.
n o
3. Given a set of observations Mtj detected by the motion detector, match predictions {Pit } to observations
by determining to which observation M tj the tracked local features of Pit belong to.

4. Any remaining unmatched predictions in {Pit } are marked as missing observations. Any remaining unn o
matched observations in Mtj are considered to be potential new objects.
5. Detect any matched predictions that have become temporarily stationary. These are integrated into the
background model of the motion detector as a new background layer.
6. Update the state of those predictions in {Pit } that were matched to observations and replace any lost
features. The final result is a set of tracked objects {Oti } at time t. Let t = t + 1 and go to step 1.

In step 3 above, features are used in matching predictions to their corresponding observations to improve the
tracking robustness in crowded scenes. This is achieved by analysing the spatial and motion information of
the features. Spatial rule-based reasoning is applied to detect the presence of merging or splitting foreground
regions; in the case of merged objects the motion of the individual features are robustly fitted to (predetermined) motion models to estimate the membership of features to objects. If the motion models are in distinct
or unreliable then the local states of the features are used to update the global states of the merged objects.
The spatial rule-based reasoning is described in more detail in Section 2.2.1, while the motion-based segmentation method is described in Section 2.2.2. Section 2.2.3 describes the technique in step 5 above, for
detecting and handling moving objects that become temporarily stationary.
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2.2.1 Using Spatial Information of Features
This method is based on the idea that if a feature belongs to object O i at time t − 1, then the feature should
remain spatially within the foreground region of O i at time t. A match function is defined which returns the
number of tracked features w of prediction Pit that reside in the foreground region of observation M tj :
o
n

f Pit , Mtj = w : w ∈ SPit , w ∈ Mtj

(2)

In the case of an isolated (non-interacting) object, (2) should return a non-zero value for only one prediction

observation pair; ideally f Pit , Mtj = SPit – this is normally less due to lost and incorrectly-tracked features.

For interacting objects, such as objects merging, occluding each other, undergoing splitting events, etc., a table
of score values returned by (2) is constructed, and a rule-based approach is adopted to match predictions to
observations.

The first rule handles the ideal matches of isolated objects, i.e. one-to-one matches between predictions
and observations:


f Pit , Mtj > 0 and



f Pkt , Mtj = 0, f Pit , Mlt = 0

(3)
∀k 6= i, l 6= j

The second rule handles the case when an object at time t − 1 splits into several objects when seen at time
t. This occurs when several observation regions match with a single prediction Pit - in other words, the set of
observations is partitioned into two subsets: the subset M1 of observations that match only with Pit and the
subset of those that do not match with Pit :


f Pit , Mtj > 0 Mtj ∈ M1 ⊆ M, |M1| > 1 and


f Pkt , Mtj = 0, ∀Mtj ∈ M1, k 6= i and

f Pit , Mlt = 0, ∀Mlt ∈
/ M1

(4)

The prediction is then split into new objects, one for each of the matched observations in M1. The features
of the original prediction Pi are assigned to the corresponding new object depending on whether they reside
within its observation region or not. In this way, features are maintained throughout an object splitting event.
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The third matching rule handles merging objects. This occurs when more than one prediction matches
with an observation region:


f Pit , Mtj > 0 Pit ∈ P1 ⊆ P, |P1| > 1 and

f Pit , Mkt = 0, ∀Pit ∈ P1, k 6= j and


f Plt , Mtj = 0, ∀Plt ∈
/ P1

(5)

In this case the state of the predictions (such as position and bounding box) cannot be obtained by a straightforward update from the observation’s state, since only one combined (merged) observation is available from
the motion detector. Instead, the known local states of the tracked features are used to update the global states
of the predictions. The prediction’s new centre is estimated by taking the average relative motion of its local
features from the previous frame at time t − 1 to the current one. This is based on the assumption that the
average relative motion of the features is approximately equal to the object’s global motion - this may not
always be true for non-rigid objects undergoing large motion, and may also be affected by the aperture problem due to the small size of the feature windows. The sizes of the bounding boxes of the predictions are also
updated in order to maximise the coverage of the observation region by the combined predictions’ bounding
boxes. This handles cases where objects are moving towards the camera while in a merged state and hence
their sizes increase. If not done, the result is parts of the observation region that are not explained by any of
the predictions.

2.2.2 Using Motion Information of Features
The motion information (per feature 2D motion vectors) obtained from tracking the local features of a prediction Pi is also used in the matching process of step 3 above. Features belonging to an object should follow
approximately the same motion (assuming rigid object motion). Motion models are fitted to each group of k
neighbouring features of Pi . These motion models are then represented as points in a motion parameter space
and clustering is performed in this space to find the most significant motion(s) of the object [?]. A weighted
list is maintained per object of these significant motions and the list is updated over time to reflect changes
in the object’s motion - if a motion model gains confidence its weight is increased; if a new motion model
is detected, it is added to the list, or replaces an existing lower probable one. The motion models are used to
differentiate the features of merged objects by checking whether a feature belongs to one motion model or
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the other. This allows tracking through merging/occlusion and the replenishment of lost features. The motion
models of an object are also used to identify object splitting events – if a secondary motion becomes significant enough and is present for a long time, splitting occurs. Although the underlying assumption is of rigid
object motion, the use of a weighted list of motion models should allow for the identification of the different
motions for articulated vehicles; future work will address this issue.
Two types of motion models have been used for AVITRACK – affine and translational models. The affine
motion model is generated by solving for [?]:
wtT Fwt−N = 0

(6)

where wt and wt−N are the (homogeneous) location vectors of feature w at time t, t − N, and F is the fundamental matrix representing the motion. For the affine case, F has the form:


 0 0 f13 




F =  0 0 f23 




f31 f32 f33

(7)

F is obtained through a minimisation process based on eigen analysis, as described in [?]. The affine motion
model is then represented in terms of 5 motion parameters: v a f f ine = hα , γ , ρ , λ , θ i, where:
− f13
)
f23
f31
γ = arctan(
)
− f32
s
2 + f2
f31
32
ρ=
2 + f2
f13
23
f33
λ = q
2 + f2
f13
23

α = arctan(

θ = α −γ

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

Clustering is performed in the motion parameter space to get the list of most significant motion models for
the object.
The second motion model is simply the translational motion in the image plane:
vtranslational = wt − wt−N

(13)

When tested on AVITRACK sequences, it was found that perspective and lens distortion effects cause
the affine motion models to become highly dispersed in the motion parameter space and clustering performs
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poorly. The translational model, as can be expected, also suffers from these problems and affine motion effects,
but the effect on clustering is less severe. At present, the translational model is generally performing better
than the affine model. Future work will look into improving the affine model and using perspective motion
models.

2.2.3 Stationary Objects

For the apron environment, activity tends to happen in congested areas near the aircraft with several vehicles
arriving and stopping for short periods of time in the vicinity of the aircraft, creating occlusions and object
merging problems. To allow objects to be differentiated and the tracking of moving objects in front of stopped
objects, the motion detection process described in Section 2.1 was extended to include a multiple background
layer technique. The tracker identifies stopped objects by one of two methods: by analysing an object’s regions for connected components of foreground pixels which have been labelled as ‘motion’ for a certain time
window; or by checking the individual motion of local features of an object. Stationary objects are integrated
into the motion detector’s background model as different background layers.
This technique is similar in idea to the temporal layers method described by Collins et al [?], except
that their method works on a pixelwise level, using intensity transition profiles of pixels to classify them as
‘stationary’ or ‘transient’. This is then combined with pixel clustering to form moving or stationary regions.
This method performed poorly when applied to AVITRACK sequences, due mainly to stationary objects
becoming fragmented into many layers as the duration objects remain stationary increases. This results in
different update rates to the layers and incorrect re-activation once an object starts moving again. In the case
of AVITRACK, the aircraft can remain stationary for up to half an hour - it is imperative that the object
remains consistent throughout this time, its background layer gets updated uniformly and it is re-activated as
a whole. The method adopted for AVITRACK works at the region-level and is handled by the tracker rather
than at the motion detection phase, where the motion information of the local features can provide robust
information on an object’s motion. This use of region-level analysis helps to reduce the creation of a large
number of background layers caused by noise.
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(a)
Fig. 2

(b)

(c)

(d)

(a) Frame of sequence S21 showing a transporter vehicle. (b) Edge based and appearance based 3D model for the

transporter vehicle. (c) The appearance model fitted to the vehicle, with the ground-plane (x,y) search area shown in blue. (d)
x,y-slice of the evaluation score surface in the (x, y, θ ) search space.

2.3 Object Recognition
To efficiently recognise the people and vehicles on the apron, a hierarchical approach is applied that comprises
both bottom-up and top-down classification. The first stage categorises the top-level types of object that are
expected to be found on the apron (people, ground vehicle, aircraft or equipment); this is achieved using a
bottom-up Gaussian mixture model classifier trained on efficient descriptors such as 3D width, 3D height,
dispersedness and aspect ratio. This was inspired by the work of Collins et al [?] where it was shown to work
well for distinct object classes.
After the first coarse classification, the second stage of the classification is applied to the vehicle category
to recognise the individual sub-types of vehicle. Such sub-types cannot be determined from simple descriptors
and hence a proven method is used [?,?] to fit textured 3D models to the detected objects in the scene.
Detailed 3D appearance models were constructed for the vehicles and encoded using the ‘facet model’ description language introduced in [?]. The model fit at a particular world point is evaluated by back-projecting
the 3D model into the image and performing normalised cross-correlation (NCC) of the facets’ appearance
model with the corresponding image locations. To find the best fit for a model, the SIMPLEX algorithm is
used to find the pose with best score in the search space, assuming the model’s movements are constrained
to be on the ground-plane. See Figure 2 for an example. The initial pose of the 3D model (x 0 , y0 , θ0 ) used to
initialise the search, is estimated from the centroid of the object (projected on to the ground-plane) and its
direction of motion. The x, y range in the search space is estimated from the image-plane bounding box of the
object when projected on to the ground plane; while the θ search range is currently restricted to θ 0 + / − 15
degrees.
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The 3D model fitting algorithm is computationally intensive and cannot be run in real-time. This problem
is solved by running the algorithm on a background (threaded) process to the main (bottom-up) tracking
system and updating the object classification when it is available. A processing queue is used to synchronise
the two methods together. For apron monitoring the sub-type category only becomes important when a vehicle
enters specific spatial zones near the aircraft; the time between a vehicle entering the scene and entering such
a zone is generally adequate to perform model-based categorisation at least once for each object. Running the
classifier as a background process, means that the object location and orientation are measured for a previous
frame, thus creating a latency in object localisation – this is a compromise required to achieve real-time
performance. This problem is corrected in the Data Fusion module by applying an efficient object localisation
strategy described in the following section.

2.4 Data Fusion
The method applied for data fusion is based on a discrete nearest neighbour Kalman filter approach [?] with
a constant velocity model; the main challenge in apron monitoring relates to the matching of tracks to observations, this is not solved by a probabilistic filter, therefore the simpler deterministic filter is sufficient.
The (synchronised) cameras are spatially registered using coplanar calibration [?] to define common ‘world’
co-ordinates (x, y, z).
To localise objects in the world co-ordinates we devised an efficient strategy giving good performance
over a wide range of conditions. For the person class of objects the location is taken to be the bottom-centre
of the bounding box of the detected object. For vehicles we formulated a smooth function to estimate the
position of the centroid using the measured (2-D) angle to the object. Taking α to be the angle measured
between the camera and the object, the proportion p of the vertical bounding box height (where 0 ≤ p ≤ 1/2)
was estimated as p = 1/2(1 − exp(−λ a)); the parameter λ was determined experimentally to provide good
performance over a range of test data. The vertical estimate of the object location was therefore taken to be
ylo + (p × h) where ylo is the bottom edge of the bounding box and h is the height of the bounding box. The
horizontal estimate of the object location was measured as the horizontal centre-line of the bounding box,
since this is generally a reasonable estimate [?].
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The data association step associates existing track predictions with the per camera measurements. In the
nearest neighbour filter the nearest match within a validation gate is determined to be the sole observation for
a given camera. For multiple tracks viewed from multiple sensors the nearest neighbour filter is:

1. For each track, obtain the validated (i.e. associated) set of measurements per camera.
2. For each track, associate the nearest neighbour per camera.
3. Fuse associated measurements into a single measurements.
4. Kalman filter update of each track state with the fused measurement.
5. Inter-sensor association of remaining measurements to form candidate tracks.

The validated set of measurements are extracted using a validation gate [?]; this is applied to limit the
potential matches between existing tracks and observations. In previous tracking work the gate generally
represents the uncertainty in the spatial location of the object; in apron analysis this strategy often fails when
large and small objects are interacting in close proximity on the congested apron, the uncertainty of the
measurement is greater for larger objects hence using spatial proximity alone larger objects can often be
mis-associated with the small tracks. To circumvent this problem we have extended the validation gate to
incorporate velocity and category information, allowing greater discrimination when associating tracks and
observations.
The observed measurement is a 7-D vector:

Z = [x, y, ẋ, ẏ, P(p), P(v), P(a)]T

(14)

where P(·) is the probability estimate that the object is one of three main taxonomic categories (p = Person,
v = Vehicle, a = Aircraft) normalised such that P(p) + P(v) + P(a) = 1. This extended gate allows objects to
be validated based on spatial location, motion and category, which improves the accuracy in congested apron
regions. The effective volume of the gate is determined by a threshold τ on the normalised innovation squared
distance between the predicted track states and the observed measurements:

h
iT
h
i
b − (i) − Zk ( j) S−1 HX
b − (i) − Zk ( j)
dk2 (i, j) = HX
k
k
k

(15)
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b − (i)HT + Rk ( j) is the innovation covariance between the track and the measurement. This
where Sk = HP
k
takes the form:

2
 σx



 σyx



0
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0


0



0


0

σxy 0

0

0

0

0
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0
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0
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0
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0

0

0

0

0



2
σP(a)























(16)

2 , σ2
2
where σP(p)
P(v) and σP(a) are the innovation variance of the probability terms. For the kinematic terms

b − is taken from the Kalman filter and constant a priori estimates are used for
the predicted state uncertainty P
k
the probability terms. Similarly, the measurement noise covariance R is estimated for the kinematic terms by

propagating a nominal image plane uncertainty into the world co-ordinate system using the method presented
in [?]. Measurement noise for the probability terms is determined a priori. An appropriate gate threshold can
be determined from tables of the chi-square distribution [?].
Matched observations are combined to find the fused estimate of the object, this is achieved using covariance intersection. This method estimates the fused uncertainty R f used for N matched observations as a
weighted summation:
−1
R f used = w1 R−1
1 + . . . + wN R numcams

−1

(17)

where wi = w0i / ∑Nj=1 w0j and w0i = ψic is the confidence of the i’th associated observation (made by camera
c). The confidence value ψic represents the certainty that the 2-D measurement represents the whole object.
Localisation is generally inaccurate when clipping occurs at the left, bottom or right-hand image borders when
objects enter/exit the scene. The confidence measure ψ ic ∈ [0, 1] is estimated using a linear ramp function at
the image borders (with ψic = 1 representing ‘confident’ i.e. the object is unlikely to be clipped). A single
confidence estimate ψic for an object Oi in camera c is computed as a product over the processed bounding
box edges for each object in that camera view.
If tracks are not associated using the extended validation gate the requirements are relaxed such that
objects with inaccurate velocity or category measurements can still be associated. Remaining unassociated
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measurements are fused into new tracks, using a validation gate between observations to constrain the association and fusion steps. Ghosts tracks without supporting observations are terminated after a predetermined
period of time. To track objects that cannot be located on the ground plane we have extended the tracker to
perform epipolar data association (based on the method presented in [?]).

3 Coherence Maintenance of the 3D Dynamic Scene
3.1 Introduction
High-level interpretation of video sequences emerges from the cooperation of a vision (Scene Tracking) process and a reasoning (Scene Understanding) process. The aim of coherencey maintenance is to perform a
3D analysis of mobile object dynamics in order to improve the Scene Tracking robustness. In particular the
coherence maintenance process can handle complex scenes using large spatial and temporal scale to cope
for instance with occlusions, or misdetections during several frames and changes of mobile object type. For
instance, a task is to prevent mobile objects to disappear when no significant reason can justify it.
The coherence maintenance is performed through two tasks : Long-Term and Global Tracking. In the LongTerm Tracking, the temporal coherence of each individual mobile object is checked. In the Global Tracking,
the spatio-temporal coherence of all the mobile objects is checked.

3.2 Long-Term Tracking
The aim of Long-Term Tracking is to use a temporal window to improve the tracking of detected mobile
objects when the Frame-to-Frame Tracker face complex situations such as occlusions. This algorithm is based
on temporal graph analysis. This algorithm has been previously applied to video communication [?] and it
has been extended to address new issues for airport activity monitoring.
The proposed Long-Term Tracker takes as input the Data Fusion results. They consist in a list of tracked
mobile objects located in a common 3D reference frame. Long-Term Tracking uses a temporal window (typically ten or twenty frames) in order to track mobile objects taking advantage of this temporal information to
investigate potential object paths, in order to improve the tracking reliability and accuracy.
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This algorithm uses both a predefined model of the expected objects in the scene and template models of
the currently tracked objects. The predefined object models are used by the Long-Term Tracker to filter the
mobile object types computed by previous modules (Frame-to-Frame and Data Fusion). Typically, a predefined model of an expected object is defined by its 3D dimensions (mean values and variances), its motion
model (speed and ability to change direction) and its usual location zones defined in the contextual knowledge (see section 4.2). Currently, three different models are used : Person, Vehicle and Aircraft. The template
model of a tracked object contains its current dynamics (speed, direction) and appearence (2D and 3D size
and color histogram).
The algorithm first computes all the possible paths related to the detected objects. A path represents a
possible trajectory of one mobile object (e.g. a person, a vehicle, or an aircraft) inside the temporal window.
A path is then composed of a sequence of mobile objects detected at each frame during the temporal interval.
A path Pi represents a possible trajectory of one tracked object in the scene during the temporal interval
[t f − T ;t f ], where t f is the time of the last (current) image processed and T is the size of the temporal window
used to analyse paths. Pi is composed of a temporal sequence of mobile objects Mi (t),t ∈ [t f − T ;t f ], fulfilling
two conditions:

– (a1 ) ∀ t ∃! Mi (t); Mi (t) ∈ Pi
– (a2 ) dist2D (Mi (t); Mi (t + 1)) ≤ Dmax .
To reduce the exploration space of all the possible paths related to a mobile object (and avoid combinatorial explosion), three constraints are used. The first one is the type coherence between each mobile object
of the same path (to avoid the type of a mobile object to be too different from the other mobile objects) , the
second one is the spatio-temporal coherence between the different mobile objects in the path (to avoid too
large displacements) and the third one is the motion model of the predefined objects.

Then, the algorithm sorts out the path set and optimise the associations between possible paths and tracked
mobile objects. The exploration of multiple possible paths allows to deal with spontaneous mobile object type
changes and with misdetection of mobile objects during a short period of time (less than the temporal window
size). For instance, when a path is generated and if no more mobile objects are detected for this path, virtual
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mobile objects are created in order to continue the tracking, over the temporal window. This algorithm is
appropriate when a mobile object is not detected and when it reappears several frames later.

3.3 Global Tracking
Although the Frame-to-Frame and Long-Term Trackers are efficient, several limitations remain which result
in sending incoherent information to the Scene Understanding module. These limitations include:
– loss of tracked objects due to occlusions (static or dynamic occlusion) or due to the integration of a mobile
object in the background image after a long stationary period,
– remaining over or under detections due to severe shadows or lack of contrast,
– mix of tracked object identity when several objects are merging or crossing each other.
To cope with these limitations, a high level module called Global Tracker has been added. This module is
in charge of improving the data computed by the Long-Term Tracker in order to provide coherent data to
the Scene Understanding process. For this purpose, the Global Tracker uses also as input data the a priori
knowledge of the observed environment (static and dynamic contextual information, see section 4.2).

3.3.1 Principle
The aim of the Global Tracker is to correct the detected mobile objects wrongly tracked by the previous
processes using 3D spatio-temporal analysis. The Global Tracker uses a general algorithm which uses a set
of methods (i.e. implementing rules) for its adaptation to each specific application. The Global Tracker is
initialised by the methods to be applied which are ordered according to their priority. Each method can have
one or several parameters (e.g. type of objects involved in the method) to correspond to different situations.
For instance, a method that keeps track of parked vehicles even if they are integrated into the background has
been designed and implemented taking into account different parking durations.
In airport activity monitoring application, a method is needed to handle two types of parked vehicles : the
Tanker and Ground Power Unit (G.P.U.). This is needed because they are usually parked during half an hour
for the Tanker and about ten minutes for the G.P.U. By defining a generic prototype for a method, the architecture of the Global Tracker allows developpers to easily add new rules to solve specific problems to a given
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application.This generic prototype follows the model:
if conditions(mobile object type, position, size, direction) then corrections(remove mobile object, merge mobile objects, merge trajectories)
The Global Tracker has been successfully applied to building access control, bank agencies, and airport activity monitoring applications, showing its genericity. We illustrate the Global Tracker process through two
examples.

3.3.2 Loss of tracked objects
First, when a vehicle has stayed for a long time at the same place, the update of the background image (called
also reference image) tends to integrate the vehicle into the background, resulting in a misdetection and a loss
of this vehicle. This situation usually occurs while a vehicle is parked in specific zones, for instance when the
Tanker vehicle is parked below the wing of the aircraft during a refuelling operation.
To cope with this limitation, a method has been defined to keep track of a vehicle when it is parked in specific
zones and lost by previous modules. This method checks if a vehicle disappear in an inappropriate zone. This
method ends in two cases : when the vehicle restarts (the method then links the newly detected vehicle with
the lost one) or after a predefined period of time (the method definitely deletes the vehicle track).

3.3.3 Over detection of mobile objects
Second, another problem occurs when a single vehicle is wrongly detected as several mobile objects. This
situation appears for instance when different parts of a vehicle are detected as different individual mobile
objects (as shown on Figure 3 (b)). In particular, this is the case when a vehicle is operating: starting and
stopping several times in a short spatial and temporal interval. To solve this shortcoming, a method has been
added to merge all the wrongly detected mobile objects into the real vehicle. This method takes into account
the predefined vehicle models, the 3D position and the motion of the tracked mobile objects. To be merged,
mobile objects should have the same motion (minus a threshold error), should be in the same neighborhood,
and the resulting vehicle should match with one of the predefined vehicle models (as illustrated on Figure 3
(b)).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 (a) Before the Global Tracker, a Loader vehicle is detected as several mobile objects (over detection). (b)After the Global
Tracker, the Loader vehicle is correctly tracked as one mobile object.

The Global Tracker approach is effective when an error is particularly representative of a typical problem and can be explained by logical formulas. However, when an error rarely occurs, no correcting method
is added to prevent further errors. Globally, the utilisation of both a Long-Term and a Global Tracker has
enhanced the system perfomance and has allowed to track on a large scale simultaneously people, vehicles
and aircraft interacting with each others on the apron area. Thus, the Scene Understanding process is able to
recognise activities in more complex situations.

4 Scene Understanding
4.1 Introduction
The aim of Scene Understanding is to provide a high level interpretation of the tracked mobile objects trajectories in term of human behaviours, vehicle activities, or their interactions. This process consists in detecting
video events which have been learned through examples or predefined by application experts.
Scene Understanding has been a main problem of focus in Cognitive Vision for the last decade. There
are now many research units and companies defining new approaches to design systems that can understand
human activities in dynamic scenes. Two main categories of approaches are used to recognise video events
based on (1) a probabilistic/neural network, or on (2) a symbolic network corresponding to the events to be
recognised.
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For the computer vision community, a natural approach consists in using a probabilistic/neural network.
The nodes of this network correspond usually to video events that are recognised at a given instant with a
computed probability. For instance, Howell and Buxton [?] proposed an approach to recognise a video event
based on a neural network (time delay Radial Basis Function). Hongeng et al [?] proposed a video event
recognition method that uses concurrence Bayesian threads to estimate the likelihood of potential events.
These methods are efficient to recognise short events that can be frequently observed with the same visual
characteristics in the representative video database in order to obtain an efficient learning phase. However,
they fail to recognise complex events (e.g. involving several actors) lasting a long time period.
For the artificial intelligence community, a natural way to recognise a video event is to use a symbolic network
which nodes correspond usually to the boolean recognition of video events. For instance, Gerber et al [?] defined a method to recognise a video event based on a fuzzy temporal logic. Pinhanez and Bobick [?] have
used Allen’s interval algebra to represent video events and have presented a specific algorithm to reduce its
complexity. Shet et al [?] have recognised activities based on Prolog rules.
A traditionnal approach consists in using a declarative representation of video events defined as a set of
spatio-temporal and logical constraints. For instance, Rota and Thonnat [?] have used a constraint resolution
technique to recognise video events. This method recognises a video event by searching in the set of previously recognised video events a set of components (sub video events) matching the video event model to be
recognised. To reduce the processing time for the recognition step, they are checking the consistency of the
constraint network using the AC4 algorithm. However, this method processes temporal constraints and atemporal constraints in the same way without taking advantage of the temporal dimension. Thus, if the system
fails to recognise a video event, it will have to retry the same process (reverify the same constraints) at the next
instant, implying a costly processing time. A second problem is that this algorithm has to store and maintain
all occurrences of previously recognised video events.

Another approach consists in using a symbolic network and to store partially recognised video events
(expected to be recognised in the future). For instance, Ghallab [?] has used the terminology chronicle to
express a video event. A chronicle is represented as a set of temporal constraints on time-stamped events.
The recognition algorithm keeps and updates partial recognition of video events that can be recognised in
the future, using the propagation of temporal constraints based on RETE algorithm. This method has been
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applied to the control of turbines and telephonic networks. Chleq and Thonnat [?] made an adaptation of this
temporal constraints propagation for video surveillance. This method recognises a scenario by predicting the
expected video events to be recognised at the next instants. Thus, the video events have to be bounded in time
to avoid the never ending expected events. A second problem is that this method has to store and maintain all
occurrences of partially recognised video events, implying a costly storing space.
All these techniques allow an efficient recognition of video events, but there are still some temporal constraints which cannot be processed. For example, most of these approaches require that the video events are
bounded in time (Ghallab [?]).
Vu et al [?] have combined the previous approaches to optimise the temporal constraint resolution by
ordering in time the components of the video events to be recognised. This method aims to reduce the processing time (1) when searching in the past (list of previously recognised video events) for an occurrence of a
given video event model and (2) when trying to recognise a video event involving several actors by avoiding
checking all combinations of actors.
We have extended this last method to address Complex Activity recognition involving several physical
objects of different types (e.g. individuals, ground vehicles of different types, aircrafts) over a large space
observed by a camera network and over an extended period of time.
So we propose a method to recognise video events based on spatio-temporal reasoning taking full advantage
of a priori knowledge about the observed environment and of video event models. To define video events, a
modeling language called Video Event Description Language has been designed so that application domain
experts can easily model off-line the activities they are interested in. Then at video frame rate, the Video
Event Recognition algorithm is able to process the given video streams to recognise the predefined video
event models.

4.2 Contextual Knowledge about the Observed Environment
Contextual knowledge of the observed environment is all the a priori information about the empty scene.
This is the necessary information which allows to give the meaning of the activities happening in the scene.
Automatic interpretation needs contextual information because each observed environment is specific and
each activity changes according to the contextual environment where it takes place. Only general video events
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corresponding to generic behaviours such as walking or entering an area (for human activities) do not need
contextual information. We have distinguished two kinds of contextual knowledge : static and dynamic.

4.2.1 Static Contextual Knowledge
The static contextual knowledge corresponds to all the information relative to non moving objects and to the
3D empty scene. The 3D empty scene information contains both geometric and semantic description of the
specific zones and the equipment located in the observed environment.
The static contextual knowledge is structured into six parts :
– a list of 3D referentials where different referentials are defined to manage distant areas composing the
scene. For each 3D referential, the calibration matrices and the position of the video cameras.
– a list of ground planes to describe the different levels where mobile objects objects are evolving,
– a list of geometric static zones corresponding to the different zones of interest in the observed environment,
– a list of abstract areas corresponding to one or several static zones. These areas contain the expected
classes of mobile objects (e.g. in a pedestrian area, only persons are expected),
– a list of walls to describe for instance airport walls,
– a list of equipment associated with its characteristics.
The geometric description of a zone of interest contains a polygon defined in a plane. The geometric description of a static object (e.g. a piece of equipment) corresponds to a generalised cylinder defined by its height
and its polygonal basis. The semantic description of a zone or a contextual object contains six attributes with
both symbolic or numerical values : its type (equipment or area), its function (e.g. wall, entrance zone, door),
its name, its characteristics (e.g. blue, fragile), its usual distance and time for interacting with the static object.
In Airport Apron Environment, contextual information corresponds to an apron area (as illustrated on
Figure 4). An apron area is basically an empty area containing zones of interest related to specific operation
functionnalities. These zones are mainly waiting or parking zones for the different vehicles expected on the
apron. Zones of interest represent the static contextual information, which is usually relevant enough to perform video understanding. However, in Airport Activity Monitoring application, more dynamic information
is required.
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Fig. 4 Overview of the airport apron area showing the main servicing operations.

4.2.2 Dynamic Contextual Knowledge
The dynamic contextual knowledge gathered all zones of interest relative to vehicles which can interact with
other vehicles or people. This knowledge is needed to recognise activities involving the vehicles when they
are parked. Dynamic vehicle interaction zones are added to the static context only when the vehicles stay for
a while in their respective parking zone and are removed when the vehicles leave. Given that vehicles do not
stop each time exactly at the same place, the zones of interest related to vehicles are defined in the vehicle
referential. For instance, a dynamic zone can been used for a vehicle door to allow the detection of the driver
exiting the vehicle.
In Airport Activity Monitoring, zones of interest of ground service vehicles and of aircraft have been
dynamically added to the static contextual knowledge. Interaction zones of the aircraft corresponds to:
– its input/output zones, such as back or front doors (used to load or unload baggages)
– specific areas (e.g. the Refuelling area where the Tanker is parked during the aircraft refuelling operation,
the jetbridge area where the jetbridge is parked to allow the crew boarding and unboarding)
Dynamic contextual knowledge is required for the recognition of people and vehicles interacting with each
others.
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4.3 Video Event Modelisation
We have defined a representation formalism to help the experts to describe the video events of interest occuring
in the observed scene. This formalism contains a language called Video Event Description Language which is
both declarative and intuitive (in natural terms) so that the experts of the application domain can easily define
and modify the video event models.
Four different types of video events have been designed. The first distinction lies on the temporal aspect of
video events : we distinguish states and events. A state describes a situation characterising one or several
physical objects at time t, or a stable situation over a time interval. An event describes an activity containing
at least a change of state values between two consecutive times. The second distinction lies on the complexity
aspect : a state/event can be primitive or composite. The video events are organised into four categories:
– primitive state : a visual property directly computed by the Scene Tracking process (e.g. a vehicle is
located inside a zone of interest or a vehicle is stopped)
– composite state : a combination of primitive states (e.g. a vehicle is located and stopped inside a zone of
interest, as shown on example below)
– primitive event : a change of values for a primitive state (e.g. a vehicle enters a zone of interest)
– composite event : a combination of primitive states/events (e.g a vehicle is parked for a while inside a
zone of interest and then leaves it)
CompositeState(Vehicle Stopped Inside Zone,
PhysicalObjects((v1 : Vehicle), (z1 : Zone))
Components((c1 : PrimitiveState Inside Zone(v1,z1))
(c2 : PrimitiveState VehicleStopped(v1)))
Constraints((c2 during c1)))

This composite state enables to recognise that a vehicle v1 is stopped inside a zone of interest z1. It is
composed of two primitive states c1 and c2. A temporal constraint during must be satisfied for the recognition of the composite state.
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Taking into consideration these video event types, a general video event model has been designed. This
video model for representing a given video event E contains 5 parts :

– a set of Physical Object variables corresponding to the physical objects involved in E , such as contextual
objects including static objects (equipment, zone of interest) and mobile objects (person, vehicle, aircraft).
The vehicles can even be specified by different subtypes to represent different vehicles (e.g. GPU, Loader,
Tanker, Jet-Bridge)
– a set of component variables corresponding to the sub-events of E.
– a set of forbidden component variables corresponding to the events that are not allowed to occur during
the detection of E.
– a set of constraints (symbolic, logic, spatial and temporal constraints including Allen’s interval algebra
operators [?]) related to previous variables.
– a set of actions corresponding to the tasks predefined by experts that need to be executed when the event
E is recognised (e.g. activating an alarm or displaying a warning message).

4.4 Video Event Recognition

4.4.1 Challenges

The automatic recognition of activities is a real challenge for Cognitive Vision research because it addresses
the recognition of complex activities involving several physical objects of different types (e.g. individuals,
groups of people, and vehicles) and even subtypes (e.g. different types of vehicles). The challenge is to perform a real-time video event recognition algorithm able to efficiently recognise all the video events occuring
in the scene at each instant. The performance of the proposed approach lies in a temporal video event recognition method which avoids combinatorial explosion and keeps linear complexity using temporal constraint
resolution.
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4.4.2 Algorithm of Video Event Recognition Overview
The proposed Video Event Recognition algorithm and its advantages compared to the State of The Art are
described in detail in Vu et al [?].

The proposed video event recognition process is able to recognise which video events are occuring in a
video stream at each instant. To benefit from all the knowledge, the video event recognition process uses the
coherent tracked mobile objects, the a priori knowledge of the scene (static and dynamic contextual information) and the predefined video event models. To be efficient, the recognition algorithm processes in specific
ways video events depending on their type. Moreover, this algorithm has also a specific process to search previously recognised video events to optimise the whole recognition. The algorithm is composed of two main
stages. First, at each step, it computes all possible primitive states related to all mobile objects present in the
scene. Second, it computes all possible events (i.e. primitive events then composite states and events) that
may end with the recognised primitive states.
Recognition of primitive states
To recognise a primitive state, the recognition algorithm performs a loop of two operations :
1. the selection of a set of physical objects then
2. the verification of the corresponding atemporal constraints until all combinations of physical objects have
been tested.
Once a set of physical objects satisfies all the atemporal constraints, the primitive state is recognised. To enhance primitive event recognition, after a primitive state has been recognised, event templates (called triggers)
are generated for each primitive event the last component of which corresponds to the recognised primitive
state. The event template contains the list of the physical objects involved in the primitive state.
Recognition of primitive events
To recognise a primitive event, given the event template partially instantiated, the recognition algorithm consists in looking backward in the past for a previously recognised primitive state matching the first component
of the event model. If these two recognised components verify the event model constraints, the primitive event
is recognised.
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To enhance the composite event recognition, after a primitive event has been recognised, event templates
are generated for all composite events the last component of which corresponds to the recognised primitive
event.

Recognition of composite states and events
The recognition of composed states and events usually implies a large space search composed of all the possible combinations of components and physical objects. To avoid a combinatorial explosion, all composed
states and events are decomposed into states and events composed at the most of two components through
a stage of compilation in a preprocessing phase. Then the recognition of composed states and events is performed similarly to the recognition of primitive events. This is an efficient method to cope with classical
combinatorial explosion problems.
To recognise the predefined events models at each instant, we first select a set of scenario templates (called
triggers) that indicate which scenarios can be recognised. These templates correspond to an elementary video
event (primitive state or event) or to a composite video event that terminates with a component recognised at
the previous or current instant.
For each of these video event templates, solutions are found by looking for components instances already
recognised in the past to complete the video event template. A solution of a video event model ω is a set
of physical objects that are involved in the recognised video event and the list of corresponding component
instances satisfying all the constraints of ω .

The algorithm for Video Event Recognition
We define a ”trigger” as a video event template which can be potentially recognised. There are three types
of triggers : the primitive video event models (type 1), the composite video events with specified physical
objects (type 2) and the composite video events already recognised at the previous instant (type 3).

Overview of the Algorithm :
For each primitive state model
Create a trigger T of type 1 for the primitive event model
For each solution ρe of T
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If ρe is not extensible Then
Add ρe to the list of recognised video events
Add all triggers of type 2 of ρe to the list LT (List of Triggers)
If ρe is extensible with ρe0 recognised at previous instant Then
Merge ρe with video event ρe0
Add all triggers of type 2 and 3 of ρe0 to the list LT
While (LT 6= ∅)
Order LT by the inclusive relation of video event models
For each trigger T0 ∈ LT
For each solution ρ0 of T0
Add ρ0 to the list of recognised video events
Add all triggers of type 2 and 3 of ρ0 to the list LT
At the current instant, we initiate a list LT of triggers with all triggers of first type (i.e. primitive video
event models). Once we have recognised a primitive video event ρ e , we try to extend ρe with a recognised
video event ρe0 at the previous instant (the extension of a video event is the extension of its ending time). If ρ e
cannot be extended, we add the triggers of type 2 that terminate with ρ e to the list LT. If ρe is extended with

ρe0 , we add the triggers of type 2 and 3 that terminates with ρ e0 . The triggers of type 2 are the templates of a
composite video event instantiated with the physical objects of ρ e0 and the triggers of type 3 are the templates
of a composite video event ρ0 already recognised at the previous instant and that terminates with ρ e0 . After this
step, there is a loop process first to order the list LT by the inclusive relation of video event model contained
in the triggers and second to solve the triggers of LT. If a trigger contains a template of a video event ρ 00 that
can be solved (i.e. totally instantiated), we add the triggers of type 2 and 3 that terminate with ρ 00 .
Finding a solution for a Video Event Model
The algorithm for finding a solution for a video event template (trigger) consists in a loop of (1) selecting a
set of physical objects then of (2) verifying the corresponding constraints until all combinations of physical
objects have been tested. This selection of physical objects leads the recognition algorithm to an exponential combination in function of the number of physical object variables. However, in practice, there are few
physical object variables in video event models, so the recognition algorithm can still be real time. More-
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over, only for primitive states all combination of physical objects need to be checked. For a other video event
models, some physical object variables are already instantiated through the template which has triggered its
recognition.
Once the physical objects have been selected, we check all atemporal constraints. These atemporal constraints are ordered with the occurrence order of the physical objects variables (in a compilation phase) to
speed up the recognition process. If the video event is a primitive one, after the verification of its atemporal constraints, the video event is said to be recognised. If the video event is a composite one, its temporal
constraints still need to be verified. To verify the temporal constraints of a composite video event model, we
extract from the set of recognised video event instances the components satisfying the constraints defined in
the video event model. To optimise the searching process, the components are ordered in time. Once we find
a solution of a video event model, we store the recognised video event instance and we add to the list of triggers LT the template terminating with this video event. To avoid redoing at each instant previous successfull
recognition of video events, the video event models are compiled into two component video event models
during a pre-processing step.
This proposed recognition algorithm is described in detail in Vu et al [?] and has been validated first in
real world conditions (i.e. with a large set of complex video events described by aeronautical experts) with
the Airport Activity Monitoring application.

5 Video Understanding for Airport Activity Monitoring
We have validated the whole video understanding approach with an Airport Activity Monitoring application
in the framework of the European Project AVITRACK. To evaluate the approach, we have focus on the
evaluation of four characteristics of the proposed system. The system has demonstrated its abilities to : (1)
model airport servicing operations, (2) recognise a large diversity of events, (3) recognise complex events and
(4) run reliabilly through everyday airport conditions.

5.1 Modeling of Airport Servicing Operations
The aim of Scene Understanding in Airport Apron Environment is to automatically recognise activities around
a parked aircraft in an airport apron area for shortening airplane shift time and security purposes. This goal
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means to recognise in real-time the on-going operations which are processed on the apron at each instant,
involving both people and vehicles interacting with each others. These activities consist of operations of
growing complexity from simple operations such as vehicle arrivals on the apron area (involving a single
vehicle) to more complex activities such as baggages unloading (involving several vehicles and people interacting with each others). Operations have been modeled using aeronautical experts knowledge. Thanks to the
video event description language, the experts have defined more than fifty video events which have been built
on the set of generic video events.
Exploitation of automatic activity recognition represents two main issues for end-users (e.g. handling companies, airport management, airline companies) : safety and security. Safety consists in checking the handling
operations rules such as vehicle speed limit, and security deals with the detection of abnormal behaviours
around a parked aircraft. Scene Understanding can also be used in cost-control and quality-control issues
in generating automatically information about processed operations such as activity reports, and in apron
allocation and ground traffic control knowing which operations are on-going on the apron ground.
To help the experts to define the video event models, we have designed a set of general video events to be
used to build composite events. Currently this set is composed of twenty-one video events :
– ten primitive states : (e.g. a person is located inside a zone of interest, a vehicle is stopped)
– five composite states (e.g. a vehicle is stopped inside a zone of interest : composition of two primitive
states stop and located inside a specific zone)
– six primitive events (e.g. a vehicle enters a zone of interest or a person changes from one zone to another)
The flexibility of the video event description language has been demonstrated through the modeling of a
large quantity of activities in different application domains such as metro station monitoring [?], bank agency
monitoring [?], inside-train monitoring, car parking monitoring and now in airport apron monitoring. This
diversity of application represents a good feedback from end-users to evaluate how this language is expressive
and easy to use.

5.2 Recognition of a Large Diversity of Events
End-users such as companies which handle apron activities are interested in detecting vehicle arrivals in order
to know that these vehicles are arrived and are ready to play their role in the activities. That explains that the
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first focus was on activity recognition such as vehicle arrivals or activities involving few vehicle or people.
In every operation occuring on the apron area, observation of video sequences shown that a general scenario
was repeated : an operative vehicle first enters in the ERA zone (the apron, the Entrance Restricted Area),
then enters in its access zone and then park in this zone. For a given vehicle, operations or interactions with
other ground vehicles or people start only when it has stopped and is parked.
The first modeled activities are arrivals of the following vehicles :
– the Ground Power Unit, involved in the aircraft arrival preparation,
– the Tanker, involved in the aircraft refuelling operation,
– the Loader, involved in the baggages loading and unloading operations,
– the Transporter, involved in the baggages transport via containers,
– the Tow Tractor, involved in the aircraft tow before its departure,
– the Conveyor, involved in the back door baggages unloading operation,
– the Aircraft, when it drives to its parking position.
As previously seen, the way a vehicle is involved in an operation is always the same : the vehicle arrival occurs first and then when parked, the vehicle operates or interacts with other ground vehicles or workers on the
apron. From vehicle arrivals observations on numerous relevant video sequences has been extracted a general
model to recognise a vehicle arrival. An arrival actually occurs as a three stages process : first the vehicle
arrives in the apron (the Entrance Restricted Area), then it drives to its access zone, and finally stops there
before any interaction begins. Arrivals thus represent three scenarios per vehicle (as shown with the Loader
arrival, described below).
Using the general video event models for the vehicle arrival models, new video events have been modeled.
For instance, one composite video event using four general video events has been defined to recognise the
aircraft arrival preparation involving the G.P.U vehicle (as shown below). This operation involves six physical
objects : the G.P.U. vehicle, its driver and four zones of interest. The system automatically recognises that the
G.P.U. vehicle arrives in the E.R.A. zone, then enters in its access area, and then stop in it (this recognises
the G.P.U. arrival). Then the drivers is recognised as exiting the G.P.U. (this is one application of dynamic
contextual information) and then he deposits chocks and stud at the location where the aircraft is expected to
park.
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CompositeEvent(Aircraft Arrival Preparation,
PhysicalObject((p1 : Person), (v1 : Vehicle), (z1 : Zone),
(z2 : Zone), (z3 : Zone), (z4 : Zone))
Components((c1 : CompositeState Gpu Arrived In ERA(v1,z1))
(c2 : CompositeEvent Gpu Enters Gpu Access Area(v1,z2)))
(c3 : CompositeState Gpu Stopped In Gpu Access Area(v1,z2)))
(c4 : CompositeState Handler Gets Out Gpu(p1,v1,z2,z3)))
(c5 : CompositeEvent Handler From Gpu Deposits Chocks Or Stud(p1,v1,z2,z3,z4)))
Constraints((v1− >Type = ”GPU”)
(z1− >Name = ”ERA”)
(z2− >Name = ”GPU Access”)
(z3− >Name = ”GPU Door”)
(z4− >Name = ”Arrival Preparation”)
(c1 before c2)
(c2 before c3)
(c3 before c4)
(c4 before c5)
(c4 during c3)
(c5 during c3)))
This composite event enables to recognise the Aircraft Arrival Preparation. It involves six physical objects :
one person p1, one vehicle v1 and four zones of interest z1, z2, z3 and z4. It is composed of five components
c1, c2, c3, c4 and c5 to recognise that the GPU has arrived in the ERA zone, enters in its area and then stops
in it. Then the driver exits the GPU (c4) and deposites the chocks to prepare the aircraft arrival (c5). Constraints are used to specify the vehicle type (a GPU), the zones of interest z1, z2, z3, z4 and to verify temporal
relationships between the components.
CompositeEvent(Loader Arrival,
PhysicalObjects((v1 : Vehicle), (z1 : Zone), (z2 : Zone))
Components((c1 : CompositeState Vehicle Arrived In ERA(v1,z1))
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(c2 : CompositeEvent Loader Enters FrontLoading Area(v1,z2)))
(c3 : CompositeState Loader Stopped In FrontLoading Area(v1,z2)))
Constraints((v1− >SubType = ”LOADER”)
(z1− >Name = ”ERA”)
(z2− >Name = ”Front Loading Area”)
(c1 before c2)
(c2 before c3)
This composite event enables to recognise the Loader vehicle arrival. It involves three physical objects : one
vehicle v1 and two zones of interest z1 and z2. It is composed of three components c1, c2 and c3 to recognise
that the Loader has arrived in the ERA zone, enters in its area and then stopped in it. Constraints are used
to specify the vehicle type (a Loader), the zones of interest z1 and z2 and to verify temporal relationships
between the components (before).

5.3 Recognition of Complex Activities
Complex Activity
After initial work on simple activity recognition to show the large diversity of events which can be addressed,
the next challenge was to handle automatic recognition of complex activities. Complex activities refers to the
operations involving several mobile objects (which can be of different types and even subtypes) interacting
with each others during an extended time period, on the apron area, observed through the camera network.
Such activities are described using video event models involving several physical objects, components (even
composite states or events) representing the different stages of the operations, and temporal constraints. The
proposed video event representation language allows to simplify the modeling of such operations by using
composite video events embedding others composite video events. This modelisation eases the writting of
the video event models because this can be done progressively from primitive to more and more complex
composite video events. Temporal constraints enable to manage the temporal relationships between the components of composite events. As previously described, the proposed recognition algorithm uses composite
video events decomposition and preprocessing phase to efficiently cope with combinatorial explosions that
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could occur during the recognition of complex activity.
CompositeEvent(Unloading Operation,
PhysicalObjects((p1 : Person), (v1 : Vehicle), (v2 : Vehicle), (v3 : Vehicle),
(z1 : Zone), (z2 : Zone), (z3 : Zone), (z4 : Zone))
Components((c1 : CompositeEvent Loader Arrival(v1,z1,z2))
(c2 : CompositeEvent Transporter Arrival(v2,z1,z3)))
(c3 : CompositeState Worker Manipulating Container(p1,v3,v2,z3,z4)))
Constraints((v1− >SubType = ”LOADER”)
(v2− >SubType = ”T RANSPORT ER”)
(z1− >Name = ”ERA”)
(z2− >Name = ”Front Loading Area”)
(z3− >Name = ”Transporter Area”)
(z4− >Name = ”Container Worker Area”)
(c1 before meet c2)
(c2 before meet c3)
This composite event enables to recognise the Unloading operation. It involves eight physical objects : one
person p1, three vehicles v1, v2, v3, and three zones of interest z1, z2, and z3. It is composed of three components c1, c2, c3 to recognise the Loader arrival (a composite event previously detailed), the Transporter arrival,
and the worker manipulating containers. Eight constraints are used to specify the vehicle types (Loader and
Transporter, the third vehicle corresponds to a container), the zones of interest, and the temporal relationships
bewteen the components (before meet).

Baggages Front Unloading Operation
In order to illustrate how is modeled an activity, the modeling of the baggages front unloading operation is
described.
This usual operation occurs when the aircraft has parked and consists of unloading the passengers baggages
through the aircraft front right door. This operation is well structured and procedural. Several physical objects are involved : the Loader and Transporter vehicles, a container, the Loader driver and a ground worker.
These physical objects are interacting with each others through four zones of interest. After observation of
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video sequences, this operation appears to be a three main stages process. Thus the modeling of this operation is designed in three parts : the Loader arrival, the Transporter arrival, and the containers manipulation.
These three parts are also composed of other video events (as shown for instance for the Loader arrival).
The operation of ”baggages Unloading” is composed of different steps corresponding to events involving the
Loader, the Transporter and the worker person manipulating the baggage containers. First, the Loader vehicle
arrives in the ERA zone, then it enters in its restricted area and then parked in this zone. This is the composite
event ”Loader Arrival”. The Loader handler is detected when he opens the right front loading door (event
”Loader Handler Detected”). When the Loader has parked, the Transporter then enters and parks in order
to allow the baggage containers reception from the Loader. This represents the ”Transporter Arrival”. When
the Transporter has parked in its area, it means that it is ready to receive the baggage containers from the
Loader in the Worker area zone. This zone corresponds to the place where containers from the Loader are
manipulated by the worker person who then attach it to the Transporter. Here we recognise that the worker
has arrived in the zone and is ready to get the containers (event “Worker arrived”), and then when a container
is detected in the unloading zone with the worker, the event ”Worker Manipulating Container” (illustrated
on Figure 5) is recognised. As previously mentioned, the steps which compose the operation are also composite events and are composed of other events. For instance, the “Loader Arrival” is composed of three
combined video events : (1) the “Vehicle Arrived In ERA”, the “Loader Enters FrontLoading Area”, and the
“Loader Stopped In FrontLoading Area” events. The Loader arrival is consequently recognised only when
these three events have been recognised, according to the temporal constraints they are related to.

5.4 Reliability of Video Understanding

5.4.1 Scene Tracking
The Scene Tracking evaluation assesses the performance of the core tracking components (motion detection,
object tracking, object recognition and data fusion) on representative test data.
The detection rate (T P/(T P + FN)) and false alarm rate (FP/(T P + FP)) metrics were chosen to quantitatively evaluate the motion detection and object tracking performance (where TP, FN and FP are the number
of true positives, false negatives and false positives respectively).
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Fig. 5 This Composite state is recognised when the apron worker is manipulating a container in the working zone. This is
recognised when the worker has arrived in this zone and that a container is detected in it. This enables to recognise that they are
interacting with each others.

The performance evaluation of the different motion detector algorithms for AVITRACK is described in
more detail in [?]. The performance of the colour mean and variance motion detector was evaluated on three
apron datasets. Dataset 1 (9148 frames) contains the presence of fog whereas datasets 2 and 3 (6023 frames)
are acquired on a sunny day. For datasets 1 and 3, the motion detector provides a detection rate of 77%
and a false negative rate of 23%. In dataset 2 the detection rate decreases to 60%. The achromatic nature
of the scene generates a considerable number of false negatives causing the decrease in detection rate and
the increase in false negative rate. The fog in dataset 1 causes a high number of foreground pixels to be
misclassified as highlighted background pixels resulting in a decrease in accuracy (93%). A representative
result for the motion detection is shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that some objects are partially detected due
to the similarity in appearance between the background and foreground objects.
The performance evaluation of the per-camera tracking algorithm is described in more detail in [?]. The
Scene Tracking evaluation assesses the performance on representative test data containing challenging conditions for an objective evaluation. Two test sequences were chosen, dataset 4 (a subset of dataset 1, 2400
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Fig. 6 Representative motion detection result from dataset 1 showing (Left) reference image and (Right) detection result for the
colour mean and variance algrotihm.

frames) contains the presence of fog whereas dataset 5 (1200 frames) was acquired on a sunny day. Both
sequences contain typical apron scenes with congested areas containing multiple interacting objects.
For Dataset 4 3435 true positives, 275 false positives and 536 false negatives were detected by the KLT
based tracker. This leads to a tracker detection rate of 0.87 and a false alarm rate of 0.07. For Dataset 5 3021
true positives, 588 false positives and 108 false negatives were detected by the KLT based tracker. This leads
to a tracker detection rate of 0.97 and a false alarm rate of 0.16. Representative results of the scene tracking
module are presented in Figure 7. It can be seen that strong shadows are tracked as part of the objects such
as the tanker from Dataset 4 and the transporter from Dataset 5. In Dataset 4 a person (bottom-right of scene)
leaves the ground power unit and in Dataset 5 a container is unloaded from the aircraft, both these scenarios
leave a ghost track in the previous object position.
The evaluation of the hierarchical object recognition module is described in more detail in [?]. It was found
that errors occured in the first stage of classification when the bottom-up features were not well detected,
therefore the descriptors were no longer representative of the object type. Type categorisation accuracy found
to be between 60 and 97% for evaluated test sequences. The type classification was found to be sensitive to
the detection result. Sub-Type categorisation accuracy found to be between 61 and 88% for evaluated test
sequences. The sub-type classification was found to be sensitive to similarity in vehicle appearance and local
maxima in the evaluation score surface.
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Fig. 7 (Left) Results obtained from the scene tracking module showing (Left) Dataset 4 and (Right) Dataset 5. (Right) Result
obtained from the data fusion module.

The Data Fusion module is qualitatively evaluated for an extended sequence (S21) of 9100 frames. The
data fusion performance is shown in Figure 8 where estimated objects on the ground plane are shown for
the test sequence. It is clear to see that the extended data fusion module out-performs a standard (i.e. spatial
validation and fusion) data fusion process. This is achieved by extending the validation gate to more features
and fusing objects based on the measurement confidence. Many more objects estimated by the extended data
fusion are contiguous, with less fragmentation and more robust matching between measurements and existing
tracks. For many scenarios the extension of the validation gate provides much greater stability, especially
when objects are interacting in close proximity. The use of object confidence in the fusion process also improves the stability of the tracking when objects enter/exit the cameras fields-of-view. It is noted that the track
identity can be lost when the object motion is not well modelled by the Kalman filter or when tracks are
associated with spurious measurements.

5.4.2 Scene Understanding
To validate globally the video understanding approach (i.e. Scene Tracking, Coherence Maintenance and
Scene Understanding), we have tested it on various Airport Activity video sequences. First, we have tested
the approach for the recognition of airport activities involving one vehicle, then we have tested it for activities
with interactions with several vehicles.
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(a)

(b)
Spatial Fusion

Extended Fusion

Fig. 8 Results of the data fusion module showing tracked object locations on the ground-plane for two representative data sets.
The track colour is derived from the object ID, limited to eight colours for visualisation. (a) Per-camera object tracking results for
sequence S21 - All cameras frames 0, 6000, 7000, 9000. (b) Objects tracked by the data fusion module with (Extended Fusion)
and without (Spatial Fusion) the extended validation gate and confidence based fusion.

Single Vehicle Activity Recognition.
We have tested the recognition of activities involving a single vehicle and/or a single person on twenty two
video sequences for a total duration of about four hours and half. More precisely, the following activities have
been modeled and recognised :
– “Aircraft Arrival Preparation” : containing 8 video events, describing the Ground Power Unit vehicle
arrival and the deposit by a worker of the chucks and cons before the aircraft arrival. This operation has
been recognised on 10 video sequences with duration of about ten minutes.
– “Refuelling Operation”, 8 video events, involving the Tanker vehicle and one person refuelling the aircraft.
This operation has been recognised on seven sequences of twenty minutes duration.
– “Aircraft Arrival”, 3 video events, describing the Aircraft arriving at its parking position. This operation
has been recognised on two sequences of about ten minutes.
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– “Tow Tractor Arrival”, 3 video events, describing the arrival of the Tow Tractor vehicle before towing the
aircraft before its departure. This operation has been recognised on two sequences of about five minutes.
– “Conveyor Arrival”, 3 video events, describing the Conveyor Belt vehicle arrival before the backdoor baggage unloading. This operation has been recognised on one sequence.

Multi Vehicle Activity Recognition.
We have tested the recognition of activities involving several vehicles and people on two video sequences for a
total duration of twenty minutes. More precisely, the following activities have been modeled and recognised :
– “Unloading global operation”, involving the Loader vehicle (3 video events), the Transporter vehicle (3
video events), and three zones of interest. This operation has been recognised on two sequences of about
ten minutes.
– “Unloading detailed operation”, involving the Loader vehicle (3 video events), the Transporter vehicle (3
video events), one person, one container (2 video events) and four zones of interest. This operation has
been recognised on two sequences of about ten minutes.
So the system we propose currently recognises 58 video events : 21 general video events, 25 single vehicle video events (8 involving the GPU, 8 involving the Tanker, 3 involving the Aircraft, 3 involving the Tow
Tractor, 3 involving the Conveyor), and 12 multi vehicle video events involving both the Loader and the Transporter. This experimentation has been done during regular operation conditions on test sets representative of
usual servicing operations selected by end users.
The recognition of these video events and their complexity demonstrate both the system effectiveness and
flexibility. Thanks to this project, we have shown that automatic video system can monitor an airport apron
during normal utilisation conditions.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
We have proposed a video understanding system which perfoms a real-time activity recognition on video
sequences following three stages : tracking, coherence maintenance and understanding. The main challenges
are to provide a robust tracking process to be able to recognise events in outdoor and in real application con-
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ditions, to allow the monitoring of a large scene through a camera network, and to automatically recognise
complex events involving several actors interacting with each others.
The proposed system has been evaluated with an Airport Activity Monitoring application during normal utilisation conditions, demonstrating both the effectiveness and robustness of the approach. The Scene Tracking
results have shown its reliability on a large number of video sequences. Remaining tracking errors are handled
by the coherence maintenance stage. The modeling of airport servicing operations has shown the flexibility
and the expressiveness of the video event representation formalism. Finally the Scene Understanding results
have shown its ability to deal with complex activity, recognising more than fifty types of events. Thus, the
proposed system has successfully handled both Cognitive Vision and Airport Activity Monitoring challenges.
Next steps will consist in assessing in live conditions the system in the airport to validate its robustness whatever the weather conditions are. Future work will also tackle the automatic setup of the system to obtain a
convenient solution which can be easy installed in a large variety of critical areas, such as other airports, but
also train stations, harbours and every place where automated visual surveillance can provide more security.
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